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Zeolites are versatile catalysts and molecular sieves with large topological diversity, but managing phase
competition in zeolite synthesis is an empirical, labor-intensive task. In this work, we controlled phase
selectivity in templated zeolite synthesis from first principles by combining high-throughput atomistic
simulations, literature mining, human-computer interaction, synthesis, and characterization. Proposed binding
metrics distilled from more than 586,000 zeolite-molecule simulations reproduced the extracted literature
and rationalized framework competition in the design of organic structure-directing agents. Energetic,
geometric, and electrostatic descriptors of template molecules were found to regulate synthetic accessibility
windows and aluminum distributions in pure-phase zeolites. Furthermore, these parameters allowed us to
realize an intergrowth zeolite through a single bi-selective template. The computation-first approach enables
control of both zeolite synthesis and structure composition using a priori theoretical descriptors.

Z
eolites are nanoporous materials with a
wide range of applications in industrial
and sustainable catalysis and separations
(1,2). Although topological diversitymakes
zeolites versatile, this diversity stems from

phase competition between metastable poly-
morphs, which hinders the rational design of
new synthesis routes for zeolites (3–5). Com-
puter simulations can guide experimental work
by predicting the affinity between organic
structure-directing agents (OSDAs) and tar-
geted topologies (6–8). Recent studies have
adopted this strategy by simulating up to thou-
sands of OSDAs for a few frameworks at a time
(8–10), but they have been unable to predict
whether the proposed OSDAs are more favor-
able toward another zeolite rather than the
desired ones. Accordingly, relatively few exper-
imental realizations have been reported from
such studies, because computer-designedOSDA
candidates often fail to crystallize the targeted
structures. Additionally, design algorithms
usually lead to molecules with low synthetic
accessibility (6, 11). Manual literature analy-
sis can inform heuristics for zeolite synthesis
and avoid expensive simulations (12), but data-
sets compiled from tens of papers are limited
in their ability to explain phase selectivity in
combinatorial host-guest pairings and have
only been attempted for template-free syn-
thesis routes. Finally, although several data-
bases of experimental and hypothetical zeolite
structures exist (13–15), few datasets con-

taining OSDAs or OSDA-zeolite affinities are
publicly available. A general approach to simul-
taneously rationalize phase competition of
zeolites, retroactively validate synthesis routes
from the literature, control the trade-off be-
tweenOSDAselectivity and synthetic complexity,
and tailor the heteroatom distribution of the
targeted materials has not yet been realized.
In this work, we simulated over half a mil-
lion zeolite-OSDA pairs, proposed design prin-
ciples that outperformed traditional binding
energy metrics in reproducing synthesis out-
comes from more than one thousand papers,
and demonstrated the phase-selective syn-
thesis of targeted zeolites from newly iden-
tified OSDAs. The computational approach
allowed the synthesis of SSZ-39 (AEI) and
SSZ-13 (CHA) zeolites under a wide range of
conditions, relating broader synthetic acces-
sibility windows to binding and geometric
descriptors of templates. Furthermore, fine-
tuning the charge distribution of OSDAsmod-
ulated the aluminum pairing in zeolites, as
demonstrated for the CHA framework. Finally,
the design toolkit also enabled us to synthe-
size an aluminosilicate CHA/AEI intergrowth
from a single OSDA, showcasing opportuni-
ties for tuning catalytic properties by control-
ling zeolite phase competition. The integrated
platform from this work is made available for
the public (see the Data and materials avail-
ability statement) and is expected to marked-
ly accelerate the design and optimization of
zeolites.

Phase competition and literature data

To capture phase competition with atomistic
simulations, we postulated that a selective
OSDA must exhibit both strong binding affi-
nity toward the desired host and weak bind-
ing affinity toward all other frameworks (16, 17).
To retroactively validate this hypothesis, we

obtained 549 OSDAs from the literature using
automated extraction tools (18, 19). Then, we
calculated the binding affinity of each OSDA
toward 209 zeolite frameworks (fig. S1), gen-
erating a binding matrix (materials and meth-
ods and Fig. 1, A and B). More than 586,000
zeolite-OSDA poses across different frame-
works, OSDAs, loadings, and initial conforma-
tions were generated using the computational
pipeline shown in Fig. 1C (20, 21). By select-
ing the pose that optimized the binding en-
ergy for each OSDA-zeolite pair, we obtained
a binding matrix with ~112,400 entries. Phase
selectivity was then quantified by comparing
OSDAs and zeolites across the rows and col-
umns of the binding matrix using two metrics:
the directivity of an OSDA (D), or how close
a molecule is to the best OSDA for a given
framework, and the competitivity of a frame-
work (C), or how close a zeolite is to the best
host for the given OSDA (materials and meth-
ods and Fig. 1B). These quantities did not
necessarily correlate with the conventional
binding energies (fig. S2). As both the direc-
tivity and competitivity metrics were useful
for optimizing zeolite-OSDA pairs, it was con-
venient to unify them under a single one-
dimensional descriptor. We defined a quantity
called templating energy (ET) from the geo-
metric mean of the Boltzmann average of each
energy metric

ET = −kT log(COSDADOSDACSiO2DSiO2)
1/4

where T is a temperature, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and C and D are the metrics of
competition and directivity, respectively, nor-
malized by either OSDA or SiO2 (materials
and methods). The templating energy quan-
tifies the notion that a particular zeolite-
OSDA pair is better over another if both
the competition and directivity energies are
favorable according to both normalizations
(fig. S3).
The simulationdatawere thenbenchmarked

on their ability to reproduce the 1122 zeolite-
OSDA pairs extracted from the literature. We
used the templating energy to rank the best
OSDAs for a given zeolite and the best zeolites
for a given OSDA. Because pairs not observed
in the literature did not represent true nega-
tive data, only positive data points were used
to assess the ranking scheme. Literature re-
call was quantified by plotting the cumula-
tive number of positive OSDA-zeolite pairs
recalled against the molecule/zeolite percen-
tile (fig. S4). A perfect agreement between the
binding metric and the literature data would
lead to an area under the recall curve (AUC)
equal to 1, and a randommetric would have an
AUC of 0.5. Figure 1D exemplifies the recall
curve for some zeolites and OSDAs. For zeo-
lites such as AEI or ZSM-5 (MFI), the AUC val-
ues were high, which suggests that the positive
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pairs were systematically ranked high based on
the templating energymetric. In fact, 34 of the
40 most common zeolite frameworks in the
literature display AUC values higher than 0.5
(Fig. 1E), which demonstrates that the ranking
scheme reproduced past synthesis outcomes.
Only OSDAs for a few frameworks, such as
ZSM-12 (MTW) and mordenite (MOR), were
not accurately recalled by the ranking scheme.
These hosts are often synthesized through
OSDA-free routes or with small amines and
thus are expected to appear as products in the
presence of unselective OSDAs, with their syn-
thesis dominated by factors beyond host-guest
interactions, such as gel composition or tem-
perature. Analogously to zeolites, the recall
curves of OSDAs demonstrated that certain
molecules were more selective than others.
Smaller OSDAs typically have lower selectiv-
ity toward large cages and pores, and more
complex, highly decorated OSDAs tend to be
more selective (22). In keeping, zeotype struc-
tures have recall AUC on average 10% lower
than that of their zeolite counterparts (Fig.
1E), as AlPO-type structures are frequently syn-

thesized from smaller, less selective OSDAs
(22). Additionally, a lower agreement between
the literature and the binding metrics for
certain frameworks suggested that binding
energymetrics alone were limited predictors
of synthesis outcomes in the context of Al-rich
zeolites or dual-OSDA design. This is the case
for zeolite A (LTA), for instance, which is typi-
cally synthesized using tetramethylammonium
to selectively direct the formation of sod cages
in combination with another OSDA to direct
the formation of the lta cage (23), or CIT-1
(CON), whose intersecting pores allowOSDAs
to createmolecular aggregates that direct crys-
tallization (24).
Finally, we demonstrated that the templat-

ing energymetric outperformed plain binding
energies in recalling positive data points from
the literature (Fig. 1F). When selecting mole-
cules for a given zeolite, the templating en-
ergy explained the literature better for ~70%of
the structures, for which the average improve-
ment in AUC was 0.06 with respect to the
binding energy per framework atom, which
is the traditional metric of OSDA-zeolite affi-

nity (fig. S5). On the other hand, the best hosts
for a given OSDA were not well predicted
by the templating energy, as the directivity
component did not influence the structure-
directing ability of an OSDA. Thus, we pro-
pose both a single aggregate parameter to
design OSDAs that is effective for screening
and independent energy metrics fromwhich
further insights could be derived.

OSDA design through phase competition
and shape analysis

OSDAsmust satisfy other design targets beyond
binding energies. Physical descriptors of the
OSDA molecular structure, for example, are
useful predictors of templating ability and
complement phase competitionmetrics (25).
Often, the strongest host-guest interactions
occur forwell-definedOSDAvolumesor shapes,
but their interplay is not necessarily bijective.
To describe the shape of OSDAs with low-
dimensional parameters, we performed a
principal components analysis (PCA) of the
three-dimensional distribution of atomic co-
ordinates of ground-state conformers into a
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Fig. 1. Computational method used to quantify phase competition in zeo-
lites. (A) OSDAs reported in the literature are docked into known zeolites,
spanning a full matrix of binding energies. (B) Each element of the binding matrix
is defined as the molecule-framework binding energy at the most favorable
loading, normalized by the number of framework atoms or OSDA molecules
(materials and methods). Along OSDAs, binding energies are ranked to
determine how directive a molecule is toward a zeolite. Along zeolites, phase
competition is quantified for a given OSDA. (C) Computational pipeline
used to calculate binding energies for zeolite-OSDA pairs. (D) Explaining the

literature with the templating energy. A recall curve is obtained by using the
metric as a sorting algorithm for ranking OSDAs for a given zeolite (left)
or zeolites for a given molecule (right). The dashed line indicates the expected
recall curve for a random sorting algorithm. (E) Recall AUC for several
zeolite frameworks according to their typical compositions. (F) Improvement
of the recall AUC of OSDAs and zeolites using the proposed templating
energy compared with other individual metrics. Including phase competition
analysis improves the explanation of literature outcomes for ~70% of the
zeolites in the literature.
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two-dimensional space (materials andmeth-
ods and Fig. 2A). Additionally, we calculated
the volume of each OSDA by using a voxel-
based approach on the same conformers
(materials and methods). The two PCA axes
and the volume are useful parameters to de-
scribe the overall shape and size of a mole-
cule and can be used as filters when proposing
new OSDAs.
Designing molecules with targeted shapes,

sizes, and selectivity can be performed in a
purely computational manner, but other per-
formance metrics of OSDAs, such as synthetic
accessibility, are hard to evaluate algorithmi-
cally. By contrast, desiderata such as the in-
tellectual novelty of molecules are more easily
recognized by experts, whereas quantitative
templating metrics are not. A human-computer
partnership drastically accelerates the process
of molecular design by combining chemical
intuition with computationally selected leads
(26, 27). To navigate and visualize hundreds of
thousands of zeolite-OSDA pairs and leverage
shape similarity, chemical intuition, and do-
main expertise, we created an online database
of zeolite-OSDA pairs containing all simula-

tionoutcomesof thiswork. This database, called
Organic Structure-directing agent DataBase
(OSDB), provides a graphical interface to
query, select, and compare molecules as well
as obtain information about prior art in the
extracted literature and patents (fig. S6 and
movie S1). Thus, all relevant designmetricswere
easily filtered and visualized in OSDB, allow-
ing a computer-augmented design of OSDAs
for targeted zeolites using interactive down-
selection of candidates (movie S1).We illustrate
this design process with several examples.
On the basis of the AUC analysis, our pro-

posed metric showed high explanatory power
for the small-pore zeolite AEI. The synthesis of
the aluminosilicate SSZ-39with AEI framework
is typically carried out using alkyl-substituted
piperidinium cations as OSDAs, such as the com-
putationally designed N-ethyl-N-methyl-2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidinium (OSDA 1) (28), or the
commercialN,N-diethyl-2,6-dimethylpiperidinium
(OSDA 2) (29) (Fig. 2B). According to our sim-
ulations, both OSDAs had favorable shapes
for the AEI zeolite, with the nearly 1:1 aspect
ratio at which binding affinities toward this
framework were stronger (Fig. 2C). In fact,

most OSDAs that are able to synthesize AEI
with zeolite composition appeared at the top
left region of the shape space, suggesting that
shape and templating ability were correlated
for this zeolite (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, OSDAs
1 and 2 exhibit excellent templating energy
and volume to fill the aei cage (200 to 225 Å3)
(Fig. 2D). Nevertheless, their synthetic com-
plexity, quantified by the SCScore proposed by
Coley et al. (30), was higher than that of many
other known or candidate OSDAs (Fig. 2E),
suggesting higher preparation costs. In partic-
ular, the lower SCScore of OSDA 2 compared
with OSDA 1 could be related to its usage as a
commercial template for the industrial prepa-
ration of SSZ-39.
On the basis of the design strategies summa-

rized by Fig. 2 and visualized in OSDB (movie
S1), we proposed tris(dimethylamino)(methyl)
phosphonium (OSDA 3) as a candidate for the
synthesis of SSZ-39. It not only displayed favor-
able volume (Fig. 2D) and phase competition
metrics (fig. S7) toward the AEI framework,
but also showed considerably lower synthetic
complexity than piperidinium-type cations
(Fig. 2E). Following this lead, SSZ-39 was first
prepared using OSDA 3 under the follow-
ing synthesis conditions: 1 SiO2: 0.036 Al2O3:
0.3 OSDA 3: 0.2 NaOH: 15 H2O, using the
high-silica FAU CBV720 as the Si/Al source,
and with the crystallization carried out at
135°C for 7 days. The main physicochemical
characteristics of this material are summar-
ized in fig. S8, showcasing tetrahedrally coor-
dinated Al species in framework positions as
well as crystalline nature and textural proper-
ties comparable to an AEI zeolite synthesized
with baseline commercial OSDAs.
We evaluated the selectivity of computa-

tionally designed OSDA 3 by comparing its
ability to crystallize AEI against a known, also
phosphorous-containing template for this
framework, tetraethylphosphonium (OSDA 4).
Instead of using the high-silica FAU zeolite
(Zeolyst, CBV720) as the Si and Al source, we
used fumed silica as the Si source and the low-
silica FAU (CBV500) as the Al source, thereby
lowering the overall cost of the synthesis but
increasing the difficulty in crystallizing the
target zeolite. The synthesis of SSZ-39 was
attempted under the following conditions:
1 SiO2: 0.091 or 0.125 Al2O3: 0.2 OSDA 3 or 4:
0.25 NaOH: 5 H2O. Although OSDA 4 did not
yield AEI in either of these conditions, OSDA3
successfully crystallized SSZ-39 in both (fig.
S9), attesting to the higher selectivity of the
latter toward AEI. Although both OSDAs dis-
play similar shapes, OSDA 3 is closer to the
ideal OSDA 1 thanOSDA4 (Fig. 2B), exhibiting
more favorable templating and competition
energies by ~1 kJ/mol and 5 kJ/mol SiO2,
respectively. These values suggested that the
proposed computational metrics were effec-
tive in capturing the subtleties of template
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Fig. 2. OSDA selectivity for AEI zeolite. (A) Schematic on the shape representation of OSDAs. The
three-dimensional conformation is converted into two axes by projecting the atomic coordinates into a
two-dimensional space using PCA. (B) OSDA candidates for the synthesis of AEI. (C) Relationship between
the shapes of OSDAs and their binding energies toward AEI. The color of each hexagon indicates the
mean competition energy for all OSDAs within that area. Blue outlines indicate that at least one OSDA within
that region is known to synthesize AEI with zeolite composition. (D) Templating energy of OSDAs against
their volume. (E) Templating energy of OSDAs against their SCScore. The Pareto frontier is shown with
a solid gray line.
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selectivity during the OSDA design process
despite the fine resolution of the zeolite-OSDA
interaction energies. Our binding metrics were
also effective at singling out highly selective
OSDAs that led to the discovery of frameworks
such as MFI, ITQ-4 (IFR), and ITQ-7 (ISV) (fig.
S10). These results suggested that the pro-
posed tools could not only identify newOSDAs
for known structures, but that they hold po-
tential to detect archetypical templates for un-
realized zeolite topologies.
As a second example, we analyzed the inter-

play betweenOSDA shape and bindingmetrics
in the experimental phase selectivity of CHA.
Aluminosilicate CHA (SSZ-13) is typically synthe-
sized usingN,N,N-trimethyladamantammonium
(TMAda, denoted here as OSDA 5), a relatively
expensive and complex OSDA (31) (Fig. 3A).
Beyond TMAda, N-ethyl-N,N-dimethylcyclo-
hexanaminium (OSDA 7) has also been de-
scribed for the synthesis of SSZ-13 as a simpler
OSDA (32, 33). Accordingly, our descriptors
indicated that OSDAs 5 and 7 displayed
similar shapes (Fig. 3B) and synthesis com-
plexity (Fig. 3D), although OSDA 5was closer
to the ideal volume of 210 Å3 than OSDA 7
(Fig. 3C).
To probe the influence of shape in the phase

selectivity of zeolites, we compared the ability
ofOSDA7 to synthesizeCHAwith that ofN,N,N-
trimethylcyclohexanaminium (OSDA 6) (34)
and N,N-diethyl-N-methylcyclohexanaminium
(OSDA 8) (35). OSDAs 6 to 8 had favorable
binding and templating energies toward CHA
(fig. S11) and were effective templates for this
framework. Although they are chemically sim-
ilar, their geometrical shapeswere substantially
different within the precision of our descriptors
(Fig. 3B), and their binding strengths increased
from OSDA 6 through 8. A design approach
considering only the binding metrics would
predict OSDA 8 as the best template for CHA.
To verify this hypothesis, we attempted the
synthesis of SSZ-13 using these three tem-
plates under a variety of conditions, including
using amorphous or high-silica crystalline
Si and Al sources, different Si/Al and Na/Si
ratios, and with and without the presence
of seeds (fig. S12). As expected by its less fa-
vorable templating energy and poorer geo-
metrical fit, OSDA 6 showed the narrowest
synthesis windows among the three tem-
plates, being unable to fully crystallize CHA
when high-silica FAUwas used as a Si source
under Na-free conditions (fig. S12A), or in
most syntheses using amorphous sources (fig.
S12, B and C). Notably, OSDA 7 outperformed
OSDA 8 in more demanding synthesis con-
ditions (fig. S12D), despite OSDA 7 having the
weaker binding energy of the two. These re-
sults indicate that other effects may lower
the experimental selectivity of OSDA 8 toward
CHA compared with OSDA 7. For example,
the shape of OSDA 8 is further away from

the ideal shape of OSDA 5 thanOSDA 7.When
OSDA 8 was occluded in the chabazite cage,
its shape experienced larger geometrical dis-
tortions to achieve the final, occluded confor-
mation (fig. S13), which increased its free
energy and reduced its ability to crystallize
CHA. Thus, designing OSDAs with appropri-
ate shapes and volumes may be as important
as optimizing binding energies for improv-
ing phase selectivity in zeolite synthesis,
particularly whenmolecules already exhibit

favorable competition metrics toward the
targeted frameworks.

Modulating aluminum distributions through
OSDA design

Although dispersion interactions typically pro-
vide framework selectivity (22), electrostatic
interactions between the framework and
structure-directing agents rule heteroatom
distributions, influencing the stability and
catalytic properties of the product zeolite
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Fig. 3. OSDA selectivity for CHA zeolite. (A) OSDA candidates for the synthesis of CHA. (B) Relationship
between the shapes of OSDAs and their binding energies toward CHA. The color of each hexagon indicates
the mean competition energy for all OSDAs within that area. Blue outlines indicate that at least one
OSDA within that region is known to synthesize CHA with zeolite composition. (C) Templating energy of
OSDAs against their volume. (D) Templating energy of OSDAs against their SCScore. The Pareto frontier is
shown with a solid gray line. (E) Influence of OSDA in the energy (blue) and fraction (red) of aluminum pairs in
the cha cage in the presence of sodium. The predicted fraction of aluminum pairs is calculated at 433 K.
(F) Relationship between the nitrogen center and the fraction of aluminum pairs in d6r units (distribution 28)
for different OSDAs. Molecules with larger separation between the center of mass and the nitrogen center favor
the pairing of aluminum atoms in the d6r units. The solid line is a linear regression of the data. (Inset) Co/Al
ratio from cobalt titration experiments for CHA samples synthesized with OSDAs 5 and 12.
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(36–38). OSDAs with strong affinity and
distinct charge distribution may overcome
natural aluminum biases and crystallize de-
sired frameworks with tailored aluminum
distributions. To screen for charge distribu-
tion in OSDAs without using electronic struc-
ture calculations, we proposed a geometric
descriptor by taking the distance between
the quaternary nitrogen atom in a monocat-
ionic OSDA to the center of the mass of the
molecule (fig. S14A). This descriptor allowed
us to compare molecules with different charge
distributions and templating abilities toward
CHA (fig. S14C). Accordingly, the commercially
available tetraethylammonium (OSDA 9) and
spiro-type molecules (OSDAs 10 to 13) were
molecules with good templating energy for the
synthesis of SSZ-13 and have charge distribu-
tions that considerably differ fromTMAda (Fig.
3A and fig. S14C). Although alkyl-substituted
spiro-type OSDAs have been used for the syn-
thesis of CHA before (39), alkyl groups in-

crease the complexity of the organic synthesis,
potentially adding purification and separation
steps, decreasing the overall product yields,
and increasing the costs. Furthermore, alkyl
substituents result in uncontrolled diastereo-
meric mixtures, which can have a substantial
influence on the zeolite nucleation and crys-
tallization processes (40, 41). On the other
hand, nonsubstituted spiro-type molecules
are more easily prepared, as reflected by their
lower SCScores comparedwith that of OSDA 5
(Fig. 3D). In particular, the 6-azaspiro[5.6]
dodecan-6-ium (OSDA 12) had a near-ideal
volume for CHA (Fig. 3C). Although its tem-
plating energy was higher than that of OSDA 5,
it was comparable to the commercial OSDA 7
and lay near the Pareto frontier between tem-
plating energy and SCScore for OSDAs in
CHA (Fig. 3D). This fact implied that OSDA 12
offered one of the best trade-offs between
templating ability and synthetic complexity
among the candidates studied in this work in

addition to its distinctive charge distribution.
Furthermore, despite having been previously
described as an OSDA unable to synthesize
CHA in various conditions (42), our calcu-
lations showed that OSDA 12 had favorable
competition metrics toward CHA (fig. S15).
On the basis of these predictions, the synthe-

sis of CHA using OSDA 12 was first performed
using the following synthesis gel composition:
1 SiO2: 0.036 Al2O3: 0.2 OSDA 12: 0.3 NaOH: 15
H2O at 150°C for 12 days, where the high-silica
FAU CBV720 was used as the Si/Al source. The
main physicochemical characteristics of this
material are summarized in fig. S16, where
the tetrahedrally coordinated Al species in
framework positions are demonstrated along
with a crystalline nature and textural proper-
ties similar to the baseline CHA. With this
successful proof of concept, we compared the
effect of templating for the broader family
of spiro-type OSDAs 10 to 13 using our bind-
ing metrics and a wider range of synthesis
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Fig. 4. CHA/AEI intergrowth zeolite. (A) Comparison between binding energies
of OSDAs in CHA and AEI zeolites. The color of each hexagon indicates the mean
competition energy for all OSDAs within that area. All energies are given in
kilojoules per mole SiO2. Black outlines indicate that at least one OSDA within
that region is known to synthesize AEI with zeolite composition. (B) Relationship
between the shapes of OSDAs and their binding energies toward CHA or AEI.
Colors shifted toward red or blue indicate that the OSDA has a shape that favors
the synthesis of CHA or AEI, respectively. OSDA 14, the one that enables the
CHA/AEI intergrowth, lies midway between the best OSDA for AEI (OSDA 1) and
the best OSDA for CHA (OSDA 5). Energy difference is given in kilojoules per
mole SiO2. (C) DFT-calculated charge densities for OSDAs 1, 5, and 14. OSDA 14

is between OSDAs 1 and 5 in terms of shape. (D) PXRD patterns of the
as-prepared materials obtained with OSDAs 3 (AEI), 12 (CHA), and 14 (CHA/AEI).
a.u., arbitrary units. (E) Integrated differential phase contrast–scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (iDPC-STEM) image of CHA/AEI as synthesized by
OSDA 14 acquired from a sample sectioned using ultramicrotomy, and structural
models for AEI and CHA showing the stacking patterns seen in the STEM
image. (Inset) Fourier transform of the STEM image. (F) Comparison between
methanol conversion profiles for CHA/AEI (OSDA 14), CHA (OSDA 12), and
AEI (OSDA 3). (G) Selectivity at X95 for CHA (OSDA 12), AEI (OSDA 3), and
CHA/AEI (OSDA 14). The selectivity of CHA/AEI (OSDA 14) is between that of
CHA (OSDA 12) and AEI (OSDA 3).
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conditions. Figure S17A shows that OSDAs 10
and 13 were unable to crystallize CHA in the
synthesis conditions tested, as predicted by
their unfavorable shapes, volumes, templat-
ing energies, and phase selectivity toward
CHA (Fig. 3, B and C, and fig. S15). On the other
hand, OSDAs 11 and 12 displayed more fa-
vorable phase selectivity toward CHA and
successfully crystallized the framework (fig.
S17A). In particular, a better pore-filling ef-
fect fromOSDA 12, as evidenced by its larger
volume, improved its selectivity toward SSZ-
13 and exhibited a larger synthesis window,
despite the comparable templating energies
between OSDAs 11 and 12. Additionally,
OSDA 12was able to crystallize CHA inmore
demanding conditions, such as using amor-
phous or Al-rich crystalline sources (fig. S17,
D and E).
We then performed density functional the-

ory (DFT) calculations, which explicitly account
for electrostatics (21), to analyze the distribu-
tion of aluminum sites in the cha cage as a
function of the OSDA (materials and meth-
ods). Because sodium is typically present in
the reaction medium, it was included explic-
itly in the simulations as a cotemplate. By
computing the relative energies of 48 differ-
ent Al pairs for each molecule (43) (fig. S18),
we found that different OSDAs imprinted
different aluminum distribution onto the
material (Fig. 3E and fig. S19). Assuming
that the Al sites distributed themselves in
the framework at the thermodynamic equi-
librium of OSDA-zeolite interactions, energy
differences could be translated into ensem-
ble probabilities for the Al distribution at a
given temperature (433 K in Fig. 3E and fig.
S19). Although kinetic factors beyond OSDAs
can also bias aluminum distributions, this
equilibrium assumption struck a balance be-
tween accuracy and computational cost and
enabled us to compare how OSDAs influ-
enced aluminum pairing quantitatively and
predictively. For the particular case of CHA,
the equilibriumdistributionof aluminumsites
was found to be highly sensitive to the OSDA
spatial charge distribution, and the nitrogen
center descriptor showed a linear relation-
ship with the fraction of aluminum pairs ex-
pected in d6r units (Fig. 3F). OSDAs with the
nitrogen center closer to the center of the
cha cage, such as OSDAs 9 or 12, were less
likely to form paired sites in the d6r units
compared with the more polarized OSDAs 5
to 7. Notably, OSDA 8 directed the forma-
tion of fewer paired aluminum sites in the
d6r than OSDA 7 because of a larger dis-
tance between the nitrogen and the d6r unit
imposed by the two ethyl groups. Although
disentangling the effects of electrostatic
and shape in the CHA (OSDA 8) synthesis is
not straightforward, the nearly equivalent
charge distributions of OSDAs 5, 6, and 7

support the fact that the differences in phase
selectivity between the three OSDAs were
the result of templating effects rather than
electrostatics.
Cotemplating of OSDA 12 and Na+ was

predicted to yield substantially fewer alumi-
num pairs in d6r units compared with cha
cages synthesized with OSDA 5 and Na+. To
verify these predictions, we performed cobalt
titration experiments to quantify Al pairing
in CHA samples with similar physicochemical
characteristics but synthesized with different
OSDAs (materials and methods). Although co-
balt titrations cannot fully characterize alumi-
num pairs because of uncertainties intrinsic to
the technique, they are often useful for uncov-
ering trends between samples (44). CHA crystals
synthesized with OSDA 5 showed, on aver-
age, 3.4 ± 0.8 times as many Co2+ ions per
aluminum than counterparts synthesized by
OSDA 12 (Fig. 3F, inset, and fig. S20). This re-
sult was in quantitative agreement with the
3.05 ratio predicted by DFT and demonstrates
that the newly proposed OSDA 12 provided a
different aluminum bias when synthesizing
CHA. As paired aluminum sites in the eight-
membered ring of the cha cage are more rele-
vant for catalytic applications (38), OSDA 12
may enhance the catalytic properties of CHA
zeolites. Hence, controlling the distribution of
aluminum sites through OSDA design may be
a pathway to improve the performance of zeo-
lite catalysts.
Finally, to analyze the cotemplating effect

of sodium as the inorganic structure-directing
agent, we used OSDA 12 with potassium hy-
droxide in the synthesis media. In these ex-
periments, CHA was absent, and the EAB
framework was detected instead (fig. S17E).
Notably, OSDA 12 had the same binding en-
ergy toward the main cavities of both zeolites
(−183 kJ/mol OSDA).We surmise that because
the K+ ion is too large to occupy the d6r po-
sition as directed by Na+ (43), the gme cage of
the EAB zeolite is favored instead. Therefore,
the final zeolite crystallized by OSDA 12 had
cages that solvated the template equally well,
but the cooperation between inorganic and
organic SDAs determined the other building
units that crystallized the framework around
the OSDA. This fact suggests that quantifying
phase competition beyond zeolite-OSDA inter-
actions could move the field beyond expert-
informed selection of inorganic conditions
and toward a fully automated prediction of
zeolite synthesis.

OSDA design for intergrown zeolites

Intergrown zeolites offer distinctive properties
compared with pure zeolite phases, such as
different diffusional pathways and molecule
confinements, or particular crystallographic
environments to incorporate metallic active
sites (45–47). Among the intergrown cata-

lysts of industrial relevance, the silicoalumino-
phosphate (SAPO) formof CHA/AEIhas shown
distinct product selectivity and catalyst life-
time for the methanol-to-olefins (MTO) pro-
cess compared with the pure crystalline CHA
and AEI phases (48, 49). However, SAPO-type
catalysts have smaller hydrolytic and hydro-
thermal stability, as well as lower acidity com-
pared with aluminosilicate zeolites. High-silica,
intergrown small-pore zeolites (e.g., AFX/CHA)
are often prepared using mixtures of OSDAs
favorable for each individual zeolite (50, 51).
However, this dual OSDA approach requires
empirically fine-tuning the synthesis parame-
ters to avoid the crystallization of two indepen-
dent zeolite phases,which substantially increases
the complexity and cost of the process. To ob-
tain a low-cost, aluminosilicate CHA/AEI inter-
growth, we used our tools to design a single
OSDA that crystallizes the targeted intergrown
structure.
On the basis of the interplay between shape

and binding shown in this work, we hypothe-
sized that designing an OSDA for a targeted
intergrowth required not only balancing phase
competition, but also controlling the synthe-
sis of structural motifs in the frameworks of
interest (52). Figure 4A compares the bind-
ing energies of OSDAs toward AEI, CHA, and
all other zeolites. Most of the OSDAs that
synthesized AEI were more favorable toward
this framework than toward CHA, as expected
from our AUC analysis and traditional phase
competition assumptions (17). The selectiv-
ity of OSDAs 1, 3, 5, and 12 to their product
phases was also demonstrated by their dis-
tance from the equal-energy diagonal and low
competition energy. Notably, the simulation
outcomes revealed a phase boundary in the
OSDA shape landscape (Fig. 4B). Stronger
binders toward AEI fell within the region of
OSDAs with aspect ratio closer to 1:1, and
longermolecules favored the CHA framework.
Differences of binding energies of OSDAs
toward CHA and AEI highlighted these two
distinct domains, shown in Fig. 4B with red
and blue colors, respectively. From these two
principles and after data exploration in OSDB
(movie S1), we selectedN-ethyl-N-isopropyl-N-
methylpropan-2-aminum (OSDA 14) as a po-
tential candidate to direct the crystallization
of the CHA/AEI intergrowth. OSDA 14 had
comparable binding energies to both pure
phases (fig. S21), and its shape lay on the phase
boundary between the two frameworks. In
fact, OSDA 14 resembled an interpolation be-
tween the best OSDAs for AEI (OSDA 1) and
CHA (OSDA 5) both in the shape space (Fig.
4B) and when the OSDAs are visualized with
their charge densities (Fig. 4C).
On the basis of this theoretical lead, a CHA/

AEI intergrowth was prepared under synthe-
sis conditions similar to the ones successfully
used in the previous examples: 1 SiO2: 0.036
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Al2O3: 0.3 OSDA 14: 0.2 NaOH: 15 H2O, with
the crystallization carried out at 140°C for
5 days. The powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD)
pattern of the as-prepared material showed
broadened peaks at angles mainly charac-
teristic of CHA (Fig. 4D). Additional smeared
peaks also appeared at angles compatible with
the AEI phase, confirming the presence of both
phases in the solid. To rule out the presence
of a physical mixture of crystalline particles,
the as-prepared sample was imaged by scan-
ning electron microscopy, revealing uniform
particles with an average size of ~200 nm (fig.
S22A). OSDA 14 molecules remained intact
after the hydrothermal synthesis of the CHA/
AEI (OSDA 14) sample (table S1 and fig. S22B).
The PXRDpattern of the calcined formof CHA/
AEI (OSDA 14) indicated that the sample was
formed by a 50:50 CHA:AEI intergrowth as
compared with DIFFaX simulations (figs. S23
and S24). High-resolution scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy images confirmed
the intergrowth structure (Fig. 4E), showing
an alternating stacking sequence caused by
the orientation of the d6r units in CHA and
AEI frameworks. The intergrowth CHA/AEI
material showed a Si/Almolar ratio of 11 (table
S2) and a micropore volume of ~0.28 cm3/g,
similar to those of the pure AEI and CHA
materials.
To illustrate the application of the inter-

growth, the structure was tested as a catalyst
for the MTO reaction at 350°C (Fig. 4F). The
X95 catalyst lifetime observed for the CHA/
AEI (OSDA 14) material was 788 min, which
was similar to that of the CHA (OSDA 12)
catalyst reported in this work. We speculate
that different active site distributions along
cha and aei cavities influenced the overall
diffusion pathways of the reaction-involved
light olefins, thereby affecting the catalyst
deactivation mechanisms. However, more
fundamental characterization work should be
done to elucidate this phenomenon. Regard-
ing product selectivity, the CHA/AEI inter-
growth showed the production of equivalent
amounts of ethylene and propylene (~40 to
42%; table S3 and fig. S25) and ~16% of bu-
tene (table S3). These olefin selectivities were
between the values achieved for the pure
phases (Fig. 4G), as also shown by the C3

=/
C2

= and C4
=/C2

= ratios (table S3), which fur-
ther supports the claim that the product
selectivity for the MTO reaction was governed
by the zeolite cages present in the final inter-
grown crystals.

Conclusions

High-throughput computation allows for
the control of phase competition in zeolite
synthesis beyond Edisonian approaches that
have dominated zeolite synthesis to date. Pro-
posed metrics of phase competition, retroac-
tively validated on comprehensive literature

data, identified selective OSDAs through en-
ergetic, geometric, and electrostatic arguments.
In three examples, competition was suppressed
by designing OSDAs with favorable shapes,
sizes, and binding metrics, achieving pure
phases with wider synthesis windows. Recip-
rocally, it was possible to tailor intergrowths
by designing a single OSDA that balanced
phase competition both through shape and
binding metrics. The ability of the method to
recover literature outcomes from noncharged
simulations suggested that product zeolites
could often be predicted using only disper-
sion interactions. However, the final product
is often dependent on cotemplating effects
between inorganic and organic SDAs. Addi-
tionally, tuningOSDA charge and polarization
modulates the aluminum distribution of the
crystallized CHA zeolite, which can have im-
portant implications for catalysis. The compu-
tational results on templating effects can be
further used to train data-driven selectivity
models based on molecular structure descrip-
tors, increasing the breadth of high-throughput
screening undertakings. At the same time, de-
veloping more general electrostatic descriptors
may also guide the investigation of aluminum
distributions in zeolites beyond CHA. Finally,
interactive visualization and analysis of said
data through the OSDB portal is expected to
empower domain experts to leverage these
advances and accelerate the discovery cycle
of zeolites.
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A priori control of zeolite phase competition and intergrowth with high-throughput
simulations
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Selectivity control in zeolite synthesis
Zeolites are widely used in many industrial applications, but despite decades of research, their synthesis still relies
on trial-and-error approaches. Complex nucleation mechanisms and topological diversity lead to strong phase
competition, complicating the issue of rational design of zeolite synthesis. Using atomistic simulations, literature
mining, human-computer interaction, synthesis, and characterization, Schwalbe-Koda et al. developed a computational
strategy that enables a priori control of phase selectivity in zeolite synthesis (see the Perspective by Chaikittisilp and
Okubo). This approach uses several metrics for designing organic structure–directing agents to crystallize target
zeolites with controlled phase competition and intergrowth. These results may have profound implications for the
materials science community if this method is shown to be successful in the synthesis of practically useful uncommon
zeolites. —YS
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